Aloha Saint Louis School Parents and Guardians,

“Adaptation and Change” is one of our five Characteristics of a Marianist Education at Saint Louis School. Recently, we’ve been making the adjustments necessary to accommodate growth in enrollment from approximately 540 students a few years ago to the 832 students we have today. Thanks to the wonderful work of our Saint Louis School Board of Trustees led by Chair Mike Hogan, Vice Chair Greg Frey, and many others, we’ve been able to allow for growth to take place comfortably at Saint Louis School. With applications matching similar numbers in comparison to last school year, we are looking at the possibility of another strong rise in enrollment when we start the 2017-2018 school year in August. If this trend continues, we may reach full capacity very soon.

Keeping this in mind, I highly recommend that you share with others who may be interested in bringing their children to Saint Louis School the news about our Open House this coming Sunday on February 19, 2017 at 1:00 p.m. Now is the perfect time for new students to join the brotherhood by applying for Saint Louis School. There, families can take tours of the school, meet teachers, and enjoy shave ice, popcorn, and cotton candy. It’s always special for new students to have a friend who currently attends Saint Louis School. Ask if your son knows someone that has been thinking about being a Crusader and please feel free to join them at our Open House. We look forward to the possibility of seeing you there!

Memor et Fidelis,

Glenn Medeiros, Ed.D.
Saint Louis School
Head of School
With an ILH championship reached this year, our soccer team aims for a state championship on Monday.

Here our elementary students help Mr. Casupang and Mr. Suenishi deliver lunch to our keiki Crusaders.
Each morning our students volunteer to help traffic move safely on campus.

High School Principal, Mr. Murakami, recognizes students who perform well in the classroom.
I ran into these students taking part in a scavenger hunt near Mamiya Theater.

Every classroom in our elementary school has its own SMART board our students can use for presentations.

These keiki Crusaders planned for and then created their own pizzas!
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Students utilize our Clarence T.C. Ching football field for physical education class.

Seen here with Hawaii’s Governor Ige, these Saint Louis gentlemen represented Hawaii’s students well as part of a ceremony that paid tribute to the Japanese teenagers who lost their lives on the Ehime Maru nearly 20 years ago on the shores of Hawaii. Several of their parents shared their aloha for the people of Hawaii and the friends they’ve made here. Our students stood in the hot sun for hours walking guests to the memorial, laying wreaths and much more.